ABSTRACT. Five different similarity coefficients (Jaccard, Sorensen-Dice, simple matching, Rogers and Tanimoto, and Russel and Rao) were evaluated and 10 wild olives analyzed with RAPD markers. The influence of the similarity coefficients on wild olives clustering was investigated. Forty-five primers were used on samples from 10 wild olives (Wild 1 and 2 obtained from Mugla province; Wild 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 from Manisa province and Wild 9 and 10 from Izmir province of Turkey). The similarity matrices obtained from RAPD markers were compared by the Mantel test. Cluster analysis was made with UPGMA dendrograms, and the consensus fork indexes between all pairs of dendrograms were calculated. The Jaccard and Sorensen-Dice coefficients gave the same results, due to the fact that both exclude negative co-occurrences. The dendrograms using the simple matching and Rogers and Tanimoto coefficients were similar; Wild 4 (Akhisar, Manisa) and Wild 9 (Bornova, Izmir) olives had the closest genetic similarities. This occurred because these coefficients include negative co-occurrences. The Russel and Rao coefficients produced different results, because they include negative co-occurrences in the denominator. We concluded that the coefficients that Similarity coefficients for cluster analysis in wild olives do not include negative co-occurrences are more efficient for studies of wild olives clustering based on RAPD markers.
INTRODUCTION
The results of studies performed with molecular markers are evaluated using different statistical methods. One such method is cluster analysis (Duarte et al., 1999) ; this method is preferred because it is easily explainable. A matrix should be formed in order to exhibit the similarities or distances between the genotypes before applying the method. Such matrices can be calculated with various coefficients (Weir, 1996) ; many different similarity coefficients are suggested for use in their determination (Johnson and Wichern, 1988) . Such coefficients are calculated by double comparison based on the bands obtained from samples, scored as 0 or 1 (Skroch et al., 1992) . The consequence of selecting different coefficients affects the clusters obtained (Gower and Legendre, 1986; Jackson et al., 1989) . Meyer Da Silva et al. (2004) recommended the Jaccard, Sorensen-Dice, Anderberg, and Ochiai coefficients, because they are easy to explain and since they do not consider negative co-occurrences. Care should be taken in selecting the coefficients.
The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of the choice among five different similarity coefficients on unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) cluster analysis, based on data taken from the dominant molecular marker analysis (random amplified polymorphic DNA, RAPD) of 10 wild olives.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The wild olives used in this study were supplied from villages in Manisa, Izmir and Mugla provinces, and Wild 9 was supplied from the Olive Research Institute of Turkey. Fresh leaves were taken from a total of 10 wild olives and they were kept in liquid nitrogen until DNA extraction. Table 1 shows the wild olives used in this study and their origin.
Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaves using the Doyle and Doyle method (1987) . Forty-five different decamer primers were used for RAPD analyses of Olea europaea oleasters. A total of 45 primers from the OP-A, OP-I, and OP-Z (7, 8, 9, 19, 20) (PCR) analysis. The data obtained with RAPD markers were evaluated using 5 similarity coefficients (Table 2) , and the similarity coefficients were calculated with NTSYS pc 2.01 (Rohlf, 1998) . 0.0363 0.0326 *********** J = Jaccard; SD = Sorensen-Dice; SM = simple matching; RT = Rogers and Tanimoto; RR = Russel and Rao. 1 The correlation between matrices is significant (P < 0.05).
Five similarity coefficients were compared using the Mantel test for RAPD markers (Rohlf, 1998) . Dendrograms were constructed according to the UPGMA, using NTSYS pc 2.01 (Rohlf, 1998) . The dendrograms based on different coefficients were compared by the consensus fork index (CI C ) (Rohlf, 2000) . CI C provides a relative estimate of dendrogram similarities and was calculated using NTSYS pc 2.01 (Rohlf, 1998) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Mantel test correlation coefficients between the five similarity coefficients based on RAPD markers are shown in Table 3 .
The correlation between Jaccard (1901) and Sorensen (1948 )-Dice (1945 between Jaccard (1901) and Russel and Rao (1940), 0.9617; between Sorensen (1948 )-Dice (1945 and Russel and Rao (1940) , 0.9620, and between simple matching and Rogers and Tanimoto (1960) , 0.9980, and all were found to be significant.
In accordance with these results, Jaccard (1901) and Sorensen (1948)-Dice (1945) were highly correlated. The same situation occurred between simple matching and the Rogers and Tanimoto (1960) coefficients. Considering the dendrograms obtained with different coefficients using UPGMA (Figures 1-3) , the same results were obtained for Jaccard (1901) olives were found to be the closest samples in terms of genetic similarities. The closest samples in terms of genetic similarities obtained from Rogers and Tanimoto (1960) and simple matching were found (Wild 4 and Wild 9), (Wild 1 and Wild 3). The results from Russel and Rao (1940), (Wild 1 and Wild 3), (Wild 7 and Wild 8) as well as (Wild 6 and Wild 4) and (Wild 2 and Wild 9) olives, which were not observed with any of the other coefficients, were found to be the ones closest to each other in terms of genetic similarities. When viewed in general, the dendrograms provided similar results except for Russel and Rao (1940) . Similar results have been observed also in a study with the maize plant (Meyer Da Silva et al., 2004) .
The dendrograms were controlled using the CI C . This index is between 0 and 1. The dendrograms are identical when the CI C value is 1 (Table 4 ).
In accordance with the results obtained, CI C = 1 was found for the Jaccard (1901) and Sorensen (1948 )-Dice (1945 ) coefficients and Rogers and Tanimoto (1960 and simple matching coefficients. The Russel and Rao (1940) coefficient showed very low values with the simple matching and Rogers and Tanimoto (1960) coefficients (CI C = 0.125). This is in line with the findings from the dendrograms and shows why different results obtained from the dendrogram using the Russel and Rao (1940) coefficient as compared to the others.
The Jaccard (1901) and Sorensen (1948 )-Dice (1945 coefficients provide different results compared to the Rogers and Tanimoto (1960) and simple matching coefficients, because these do not consider the negative co-occurrences (Dalirsefat et al., 2009 ). In comparisons performed based on RAPD markers, the Jaccard (1901) and Sorensen (1948) or Dice (1945) coefficients may be preferable to the simple matching coefficient (Landry and Lapointe, 1996) . The reason why the Russel and Rao (1940) coefficient differs from the other coefficients is that the negative co-occurrences are only available in the denominator. In this respect, such coefficients should be used in specific situations (Meyer Da Silva et al., 2004) .
In conclusion, both the Jaccard (1901) and Sorensen (1948 )-Dice (1945 
